Abstract: Tunable leaky-mode resonant silicon-nitride pixels providing red/green/blue spectral lines are analyzed. Critical dimensions, rate of tuning, linewidths, and polarization properties are quantified. Microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) methods are useful for tuning the spectral response of resonant leakymode devices through mechanical micro/nano alteration of the structural parameters. Recently, the characteristics of MEMS-tunable guided-mode resonance structures were presented and their operational principles explained [1]. There, it was shown that such systems are highly tunable with only nanoscale displacements needed for wide-range tuning. These results motivate analogous studies in other spectral regions. Accordingly, in this paper, we investigate theoretically the operation of MEMS-tunable resonant membranes in the visible spectral region using a low-loss example medium. It may be possible to use these compact tunable pixels in display systems. In this application, a tunable pixelized display can be realized employing a broad line source and suitably N/MEMS-activated reflection/transmission guided-mode resonance (GMR) filters [2]. Advances in nanometric fabrication processes may allow utilization of such methods to spectrally tune the resonance position in the visible region. We present designs of tunable pixels providing red/green/blue (RGB) lines with reasonable spectral widths. Two pixels cover the visible region if silicon nitride is used. This filter is basically a guided-mode resonance filter whose profile is modified mechanically. This, consequently, changes the center wavelength of the GMR narrow band filter over a considerable range. Figure 1(a) provides the device profile under study; this element has an asymmetric profile with a fixed and a movable high index part. As can be seen in Fig. 1(b) , the tuning range for this particular pixel is ~100 nm (from ~600 to 700 nm wavelength) by varying fill factor F 2 by ~0.2 (~100 nm lateral shift). There results a sharp, well-defined spectrum that maintains the linewidth well as demonstrated in Fig 1(b) . Therefore, this element can provide a compact solution in pixelized display systems across the red region. Corresponding blue-green pixels have also been designed and operate in a similar manner.
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